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EPISODE DETAILS

Episode 1

Great joy and excitement abounds in the neighborhood of Kolera. Gili Gili Salih’s son 
Salih Junior finally gets out of jail after 5 years. Salih’s godmother Tina, Kara Leyla 
who’s head over heels in love with Salih and Salih’s friends from Kolera (Civa Necmi, 
Janti Metin, Zehir Ahu, Korsan İsmet, Kürt Memet) and other neighborhood residents 
all go to welcome Salih back. Salih is the new hero Kolera has been eagerly awaiting. 
This welcome ceremony has a distant and secret guest as well. Eylül is a lecturer 
at a university and is, despite denying any such possibility, quite attracted to Salih, 
whom she has met for sociological research. She observes the Kolera residents with 
interest. Much has changed in Kolera while Salih was in jail. The residents of Kolera 
are facing the threat of losing their neighborhood. Salih Junior’s first move in Kolera 
is to put his team back together. Kolera is no longer the Kolera it used to be, and the 
world is no longer the old world but a brand new one!

Episode 2
A new era begins in Kolera!

A new era in Kolera has begun for Salih Junior. Kolera residents are disturbed and 
anxious about those who have recently been aiming to take over their neighborhood. 
The neighborhood is no longer as it used to be. Salih is prepared to fight those who 
want to take over Kolera. He swears that he will avenge Topik’s death. Meanwhile 
Leyla suspects that something is going on between Eylül and Salih after she reads 
certain letters, her heart becomes restless at the news and she feels down. Salih 
makes plans to make neighborhood residents feel better. He wants to circumcise 
the boys in the neighborhood. There will now be excitement and entertainment in 
Kolera. Leyla tries to take advantage of this situation and plans to make Salih jealous. 
Salih will have to face his feelings for Eylül.
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Episode 3 
A flaming sea of love!

It’s time for Salih Junior and his friends to take action. It’s time to face Sabri, who 
aims to rule over the Kolera neighborhood- and Haldun, who extorts the residents. 
The girls of the neighborhood, Kara Leyla and Zehir Ahu, are lovelorn. There will be 
a time for confrontation for Kara Leyla as well. She is not about to let someone else 
seduce Salih after waiting 5 years for him. She finds a way to bump into Eylül and 
confront her. Meanwhile Tina will have a surprise guest. Tekfener returns to the 
Kolera neighborhood after many years. 

Episode 4
You’re Destined for Me!

Leyla flips out after seeing Eylül in the neighborhood and loses control. While she 
hurts Eylül with her new plan, she ends up paying a bigger price with Salih’s reaction. 
Salih admits his feelings for Eylül. While Eylül is excited about this confession, she still 
tries to convince Salih to remain friends. Sabri will assume he’s going to outsmart 
Salih and his friends, but will be fooled by them. Haldun is yet another person who 
ends up falling into Kolera’s trap. However, he will make them pay dearly for it. 
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